What is Tau Sigma Delta?

Tau Sigma Delta (TSD) is an honor society in architecture and the allied arts.

Who can join Tau Sigma Delta?

TSD members are invited beginning in the third year of their degree program. Members must be in the top 20% of their class and have a 3.0 GPA or higher.

What does Tau Sigma Delta do?

Friday Forum
Every Friday, TSD sponsors the Friday Forum lecture series in the Giles Hall Jury Room. A guest lecturer is invited to speak to students on a various topics ranging from theater set design and insect illustration to Revit tutorials and Intern Development Program presentations. Lunch, prepared by members of the organization, is served prior to the lecture.

Giles Hall Gallery
TSD plans and organizes the gallery exhibits on display in the Giles Hall Gallery. Members help set up the exhibitions and an elected officer is responsible for the selection of the work to be displayed.

Lecture and Gallery Receptions
TSD sponsors the receptions that follow the Harrison Lecture Series and the Giles Hall Gallery exhibitions. Members also represent our organization on the lecture series board and help with the selection of the guest speakers and what topics are of interest to students.